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The NO PLASTIC commitment
Natural materials are the best for people,
the environment and the animals. We are
strongly aware that plastic products are
a danger to the nature, especially to the
animals. Plastic ends up in the oceans
where it endangers sea animals. Sadly
many of the sea creatures die because
they mistake pieces of plastic with food.
And through the food chain, plastic also
comes into our body.
That’s why 99 % of our products contain
NO plastic.

Nature’s Design
The principle
Our quest for the most energizing and harmonious design
principle has lead us to the proportions of the Golden Ratio,
which are – quite literally – Nature’s Design, and to the
powerful symbol of the Flower of Life.
Years ago, when we first saw Japanese scientist Masaru
Emoto’s pictures of water crystals, showing the difference
which intention makes on the structure of water, we were very
impressed. What fascinated us most at Nature’s Design was the
positive change of the water’s structure, which arises from the
conscious use of forms which are in harmony with the design
principle of the natural world. Since then, a fascination with
water and form has stayed with us.
That is what Nature’s Design stands for today: elegant, close to
nature, and helpful products of quality for everyday use – and
for the well-being of the body, the mind, and the soul.
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The original source of life
Water
Anyone who has ever taken a drink from
a mountain creek knows from his own
experience the virtues of fresh spring
water. At home, the water coming
from the tap is no longer as tasty or as
energizing. No wonder, when you think
of the long distances, the processing,
and the environmental pollution that the
cool water has been subjected to on its
journey to you. In order to document
“visually”, how deeply the products alter
the structure of water, before-andafter photographs are taken of water
crystals from all products. Test results
come from the E. F. Braun laboratory in
Uttingen, Switzerland. All water samples
were photographed using the procedure
developed by Masuru Emoto.

Every sample taken from the products
shows highly-positive alterations
with very fine, symmetrical crystalline
structures. These changes, created and
supported by our design components
(Golden Ratio, Flower of Life, carefullyselected materials), give the water a fresh,
agreeable, unadulterated, and natural
flavor – as close to nature as you
can get.

Before
Normal tap water
is weakened by the
unnaturally high pipe
pressure and the flow in
said pipes.

After
A 3 minutes stay in
the Water Pitcher
Cadus is enough to
improve weakened
tap water.

The survey results come from the laboratory EF Braun,
CH-3628 Uttigen, Switzerland Water crystals photographed
in accordance with the procedure developed by M. Emoto.
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The Golden Ratio
Since antiquity, the underlying
proportions of the Golden Ratio have
served as the epitome of beauty and
aesthetics. Even today, this perfect
proportion can be found in art, in
architecture, in design – and elsewhere.

All glass and porcelain products are
carefully conceived in accordance
with the Golden Ratio, making every
piece genuinely pleasing to the eye and
energetically in alignment with the ﬂow
of life force energy.

The Golden Ratio is evident everywhere
in nature, which is why we use it as the
guiding principle in the design of our
products. It arises from the equality
of proportions, when the relationship
between the larger and the smaller part is
the same as that between the whole and
the larger part. This ratio, this formula –
the phi number from mathematics –
is 1.618.
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The Fibonacci numbers sequence in Nature
The Fibonacci sequence of numbers
is based on this same principle as
the Golden Ratio, and describes the
characteristics of growth processes
which can be found in nature, for
instance in the leaf and flower position of
plants. This arises, for example, in left and
right handed spirals with a ratio of 8 to 13,
or 21 to 34 (all numbers in the Fibonacci
sequence.) When dividing these numbers
the result is always 1.618, which is known
as “Phi” or the Golden Ratio.
Each individual core in a sunflower basket
belongs to a left-handed and a righthanded spiral. The remarkeable thing is
that the number of spirals are without
any exception only adjacent numbers
of the Fibonacci numbers sequence. In
sunflowers for example, you find always

spiralcombinations of 21/34, 34/55,
55/89, and especially in large sunflowers
also 89/144 cores. This principle also
applies to daisies, pine cones, cabbage,
pinapples ...
Fibonacci numbers sequence:
1+1=2, 1+2=3, 2+3=5, 3+5=8, 5+8=13 ...
21+34=55, 34+55=89, 55+89=144 ...
Ratio between the two numbers in
Fibonacci sequence is allways 1,62 which
is the Golden Ratio.
34:21=1,62 55:34=1,62 89:55=1,62
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The Flower of Life
Prototype for creation
This powerful symbol – another expression
of what is sometimes referred to as “Sacred
Geometry”, is found in many cultures and
religions – and also in the products. And
for good reason. In its simple beauty and
perfection, it is a symbol for the perpetual
process of creation and, in the process,
contributes to the harmonious reorganization
or “structuring” of water. The Flower of
Life consists of numerous overlapping
circles. The starting point is the circle in
the center. Represented in this circle is a
basic, geometrical structure, which reveals
that originally, all life sprang from a single
source. Keyword: cell division. Cell division
proceeds until every creature has achieved
its appropriate and harmonious form. As this
symbol is utilized in products, water held in
these products remembers this “original code”

through the influence of the Flower of Life.
Water once again arranges itself
symmetrically as it corresponds to its basic
structure, the hexagon. And this same,
original, hexagonal form is found in the
Flower of Life!
Since all our products are created from the
Golden Ratio, you will get revitalised water
from all of them. But with the Flower of life
on the bottom there is also opportunity to
enrich the water with additional information.
There are 4 different Flowers of life and they
work as spices – they make revitalised water
even better and richer. Colours do have a
variation of different impacts on the human
being and arouse emotions and associations.
The flower is burned from the outside
at 600 °C.
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Variations
Flower of life
You can select the right flower of life for
yourself intuitively - which attracts you most
or maybe the following information will
help you.

Gold (24 carat gold)

White

Happy

Platinum

Gold (24-carat gold)
This variation with the real gold is the most
popular all over the world. The gold is
known for its energetic power throughout
history. That is why this flower enriches the
revitalised water with lifeforce energy.
Happy
Looking at the rainbow makes us happy.
Rainbow colours have positive affect on us
since each vibrates with it’s own resonance.
That is why this flower enriches the water
with optimism, with a positive attitude
towards the world and ourselves.

White
White colour is known for its purity. It is
associated with the good, with honesty,
beginning, innocence and perfection.
This flower will help you broaden your
perception and will make you feel more
open for the new opportunities and
suggestions.
Platinum
There is only 0,005 parts per milion of
platinum in the Earth’s crust. Since it is an
extremely rare metal on our planet people
who posses it should be very proud. That is
why this flower is good for strenghten self
confidence and love towards ourself.
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Natures Design - products
in harmony with nature

Cleaning

Our products are exclusively based on natural raw materials
such as quartz sand, limestone, quartz, kaolin, feldspar, clay,
wood, cork and caoutchouc.

Glassware products are best cleaned by hand, using mild,
natural detergents or citric acid (such as lemon water or distilled
white vinegar) if residues remain. The Flower of Life symbols on
the bottom are durable if cared for gently. Products without the
Flower of Life symbol are dishwasher safe.

From these natural raw materials we manufacture our products
made of glass, porcelain, earthenware, wood, cork and rubber.
Nature’s design is keen to ensure that all products and new
product developments from these natural and sustainable
raw materials are produced ecologically, so that they are
almost 100% endlessly recycled like glass and ceramics, or be
compostable and naturally degraded.

!

The wooden caps and the cork cover have to be
cleaned with a damp cloth, and never under running
water or in a dishwasher.

ADABLE *
GR

ADABLE *
GR

BIO-D
0%
E
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Organic plastic used for our products is 100 %
bio-degradable and can be put on the compost.
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B
0% IO-DE
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CARAFES
Alladin
Alladin Set
Beauty
Universe
Delicate
Miniverse
Water Pitcher Cadus
Wine Carafe Rubellum
Olive Wood Special Edition - NEW!

Carafe Alladin

Made in EU

The carafe Alladin is the standard version in the range of carafes. The Alladin with
the golden Flower of Life logo in the base has been one of the most popular
for many years. The cascading design of 6 sequential sections, with the volume
of each section corresponding to one of the first 6 numbers of the universal
Fibonacci sequence, aligns with the geometry found everywhere in nature.
Revitalized water shows a 6-sided crystalline structure which corresponds to its
increased level of energy and life force.

Capacity
1.3 liter / 44 fl .oz
2.3 liter / 78 fl .oz

NAME

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

FLOWER
OF LIFE

Alladin 1.3 Basic

7100

1.3 l

_

Alladin 1.3 Golden

7110

1.3 l

gold

Alladin 1.3 Happy

7120

1.3 l

happy

Alladin 1.3 White

7130

1.3 l

white

Alladin 1.3 Platinum

7116

1.3 l

platinum

Alladin 2.3 Family Golden

7210

2.3 l

gold

Production
mouth blown
traditional
workmanship
Material
lead-free glass
suitable up to
70°C / 158° F
water crystal
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Alladin Set

Made in EU

The cascading design of 6 sequential sections, with the
volume of each section corresponding to one of the
first 6 numbers of the universal Fibonacci sequence,
aligns with the geometry found everywhere in nature.
Revitalized water shows a 6-sided crystalline structure
which corresponds to its increased level of energy and
life force.

Capacity
1.3 liter / 44 fl .oz
Production
mouth blown
traditional
workmanship
Material
lead-free glass
suitable up to
70°C / 158° F

NAME

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

FLOWER
OF LIFE

Alladin
Golden Set 1.3
+2 Mythos

71121

1.3 l

gold

Alladin
Golden Set 1.3
+4 Mythos

71141

1.3 l

gold

water crystal
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Carafe Beauty

Made in EU

The success of the 10L Universe carafe has leaded us to produce a smaller
version of it – the new 5 liter carafe “Beauty”. Now you can have a carafe in
smaller offices and meeting rooms. The patented watertap is designed for
frequent use and easy handling. The Beauty carafe can be cleaned with hot
water. The Beauty carafe with its patented watertap allows for hygienic as
well as economical daily use.

Capacity
5 liter / 170 fl .oz

Precious stones are not included in the product.

NAME

Material
borosilicate glass
suitable up to
100°C / 212° F

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

FLOWER OF LIFE

Beauty Basic

7400

5l

-

Beauty Platinum

7416

5l

platinum

Base Ashwood

7407

-

-

Gemstone mixture*

2091

500 gr

-

* amethyst, rose quarz, rock crystal

Production
mouth blown
traditional
workmanship

water crystal
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Carafe Universe

Made in EU

The carafe “Universe” is probably the largest mouth blown water carafe worldwide.
With its capacity of 10 liters the Universe is ideally suited for seminars and
conventions, medical and physiotherapist offices, as well as public areas. The patented
watertap is designed for frequent use and easy handling. In addition, the glass tube
which is included with the Universe carafe allows for easy cooling with ice cubes,
while not mixing the cubes with the carafe water.
Also useful is the application of the glass tube with precious stones or any other
additional vitalising media. The advantage is that no direct contact between glass tube
filling and drinking water takes place, thus preventing any kind of contamination
of the water.

Capacity
10 liter / 340 fl .oz

Precious stones are not included in the product.
NAME

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

FLOWER OF LIFE

Universe Basic

7300

10 l

-

Universe Platinum

7316

10 l

platinum

Base Ashwood

7307

-

-

Gemstone mixture*

2091

500 gr

-

* amethyst, rose quarz, rock crystal

Production
mouth blown
traditional
workmanship
Material
borosilicate glass
suitable up to
100°C / 212° F

water crystal
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Carafe Delicate

Made in EU

The carafe “Delicate” is the identical smaller size of the well known
Alladin carafe. With a capacity of 0.5 liters and due to the light weight
and the handy design, the Delicate carafe is highly recommended for
children and elderly people and for cold lemonade beverages
in general.

Capacity
0.5 liter / 17 fl .oz
Production
mouth blown
traditional
workmanship
Material
lead-free glass
suitable up to
70°C / 158° F

water crystal
NAME

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

FLOWER
OF LIFE

Delicate Golden

7710

0.5 l

gold

Delicate White

7730

0.5 l

white
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Carafe Miniverse

Made in EU

The carafe “Miniverse” is a jewel of a special kind. Each
Miniverse is a mouth blown, original piece.

Capacity
120 ml /4.1 fl .oz

To drink directly out of Miniverse makes fun and sense.
Already feeling the natural harmonic form provides wellbeing
and happiness. (All sensitive energy channels meet in the
fingertips from where they transmit information into the
whole body). It can be used for all liquids – hot and cold.
It can also be used as an herb and spice container,
as well as for oils, essences, condiments, and for
cosmetics.

Production
mouth blown
traditional
workmanship
Material
borosilicate glass
suitable up to
100°C / 212° F

water crystal
NAME
Miniverse
Golden

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

7810

120 ml

FLOWER
OF LIFE
gold
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Water Pitcher Cadus

Made in EU

With its finely contoured form, designed with the Golden Ratio in mind,
the “Cadus”, with a delicate shape attuned to the principles of the golden
rectangle, has a 1-liter capacity. The pitcher comes in two styles, either
with the Flower of Life in white or with a bulge/indentation in the bottom
of the pitcher where you can place precious stones. In this version, the
water has a magnifying effect on the stones that emphasizes their beauty
spectacularly. The sophisticated design enhances both the biological value
and the flavor of any liquid it might contain.

Capacity
1 liter / 34 fl .oz

NAME

ART.
NO.

Cadus

8930

1l

white

Cadus
with Gemstones *

8900

1l

-

Cadus family

8970

1.5 l

white

Cadus family
with Gemstones *

8960

1.5 l

-

* amethyst, rose quarz, rock crystal

CAPACITY FLOWER
OF LIFE

Production
mouth blown
traditional
workmanship
Material
lead-free glass
suitable up to
70°C / 158° F
patent pending
water crystal
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Wine Carafe Rubellum

Made in EU

The “Rubellum” wine carafe delights wine connoisseurs
because of its curved design, derived from the golden
rectangle. Decanting wine into the “Rubellum” alters its
crystalline structure and pre-processes it organically.
The Flower of Life, in white, is burned into the bottom
of the carafe. The carafe can be sealed with
a glass stopper, if you wish. The ideal complement:
our wine glasses (See page 33).

Capacity
1 liter / 34 fl .oz
Production
mouth blown
traditional
workmanship
Material
lead-free glass

water crystal

NAME
Rubellum

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

FLOWER OF LIFE

4330

1l

white
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Olive Wood Special Edition
This wonderful combination of glass and olive wood
is something special - clear elegance with a touch of
natural beauty.

NE W

The carafe revitalizes the water, the flower of life on
its base further enriches it, and the energy of the
olive wood represents the icing on the cake. The
olive tree has always been a symbol of fertility,
glory and peace. The energy of the tree provides
inspiration and helps with communication.
The special edition includes six different carafes
with a top made of olive wood. If you already
have a carafe, you can buy only a top made of
olive wood.
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NAME

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

FLOWER OF LIFE

Olive wood Cadus pitcher

8940

1l

white

Olive wood Cadus pitcher with gemstones

8918

1l

-

Olive wood Rubellum wine caraffe

4338

1l

white

Olive wood Alladin carafe

7118

1,3 l

gold

Olive wood Beauty carafe

7418

5l

platinum

Olive wood Universe carafe

7318

10 l

platinum

Olive wood top for Cadus

8941

-

-

Olive wood top for Alladin

7108

-

-

Olive wood top for Rubellum

4308

-

-

Olive wood top for Beauty

7410

-

-

Olive wood top for Universe

7310

-

-

Olive wood coasters (set of 2)

9910

-

-

Made in EU
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BOTTLES
Lagoena
Thank You - NEW!
Thank You Kids - NEW!

Lagoena Bottles

Made in EU

The trendy, practical Lagoena water bottle was developed
specifically to take with you. With a capacity of one-half
liter and with a tightly-sealing wooden lid it fits all popular
bottle-carriers/holders. A precisely-fitted shell of natural
cork protects the bottle against shock. This non-slip
covering feels wonderful in your hand and can be removed
for cleaning with a few flicks of the wrist.

Capacity
500 ml / 17 fl .oz
700 ml / 24 fl. oz

The lid is a consumable part that will wear out over time of
use. This is a normal, natural process of use, and therefore
we also offer the lid as a separate replacement part.

Material
lead-free glass
suitable up to
70°C / 158° F

NAME

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

FLOWER OF LIFE

Lagoena 0.5 l

8830

0.5 l

white

Lagoena 0.7 l

8840

0.7 l

white

Replacement Lid

8831

-

Production
mouth blown
traditional
workmanship

water crystal
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Thank You Bottles

Made in EU

Because so many plastic bottles wind up in our oceans we
encourage everyone to use glass bottles to help our planet.
Our Thank you bottles are made from 100 % natural and
recyclable materials including glass, cork, bioplastic and
rubber. The lid is made of bioplastic that is completely
biodegradable. It can even be put in the compost!
There are 3 different sizes and even a bottle with a rubber
teat for the little ones.

NAME

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

FLOWER OF LIFE

Thank you 0.7

8870

0.7 l

white

Thank you 0.5

8860

0.5 l

white

Thank you 0.3

8880

0.3 l

white

Thank you Baby

8890

0.3 l

white

Lid from bioplastic

8851

-

-

NE W

Capacity
300 ml / 10 fl .oz
500 ml / 17 fl .oz
700 ml / 24 fl. oz
Production
mouth blown
traditional
workmanship
Material
lead-free glass
suitable up to
70°C / 158° F
Thank you Baby:
suitable up to
100°C / 212° F
water crystal
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Thank You Kids Bottle

The bottle is entirely made of natural materials, and the glass is
protected by a thick cork cover. The cap is made of organic plastic
with a nozzle for drinking, making it simple and safe to use.
ART. NO.

CAPACITY

FLOWER OF LIFE

Thank You Kids 0.3

8820

0.3 l

white

Thank You Kids 0.5

8850

0.5 l

white

ADABLE *
GR

BIO-D
0%
E
10

B
0% IO-DE
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In the box, children will find accessories to create designs on
the bottle including templates with motifs such as butterflies
and snails, as well as watercolour pencils, which are activated
by water. The children will use them to paint their own, unique
nature-inspired pictures on the cork.

Capacity
300 ml / 10 fl .oz
500 ml / 17 fl .oz

ADABLE *
GR

The Kids Thank You Bottle was created because we want
water to become a popular, cool drink among children.
Children will be proud of their painted bottle. They will like to
use it and it will be an additional motivation for them to drink
water. You will be satisfied as well because your child will drink
vital restructured water, full of energy.

NAME

Made in EU

NE W

Our lid from
organic plastic
is 100 %
degradable and
can be put on
the compost.

Production
mouth blown
traditional
workmanship
Material
lead-free glass
suitable up to
70°C / 158° F
water crystal
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GLASSES
Mythos
Jasmina
Mythos Kids - NEW!
Mythos Kids Set - NEW!
Mythos Chakra Affirmation
Mythos Chakra Affirmation set
Wine & Shot-Grappa Glasses Calix

Glass Mythos

Made in EU

The design of the cup Mythos, as with all our glassware, is
made using the “natural law according to the golden ratio”.
This mathematical model – found almost universally in nature
– is often referred to as “Sacred Geometry”, because it is the
geometry of life. Using the Mythos cup for drinking water and
other liquids increases the biological value and improves flavor.
The cup Mythos is specifically designed for intensive use and
safety, so it is suitable for children as well as commercial use.

Capacity
0.25 liter / 8.5 fl .oz

NAME

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

FLOWER OF LIFE

Mythos Basic

6200

0.25 l

-

Mythos Golden

6210

0.25 l

gold

Mythos Happy

6220

0.25 l

happy

Mythos White

6230

0.25 l

white

Mythos Platinum

6216

0.25 l

platinum

Production
machine made
Material
lead-free glass
suitable up to
70°C / 158° F

water crystal
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Glass Jasmina

Made in EU

The drinking glasses are designed using the same principles as all
glassware, and have the same effects on what is placed within them.
Each one of these glasses is mouth blown, and therefore an original
item. These glasses come in five models: one Basic and four different
Flower of Life designs, just like the Alladin carafes.

Capacity
0.3 liter / 10 fl .oz

NAME

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

FLOWER OF LIFE

Jasmina Basic

6100

0.3 l

Jasmina Golden

6110

0.3 l

gold

Jasmina Happy

6120

0.3 l

happy

Jasmina White

6130

0.3 l

white

Jasmina Platinum

6116

0.3 l

platinum

Production
mouth blown
traditional
workmanship
Material
lead-free glass
suitable up to
70°C / 158° F

water crystal
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Mythos Kids Glasses and Set
Children need the motivation to remember to drink water. That is
why we created these lovely glasses. Each of the four glasses has
an illustration and an affirmation. There are two motifs within each
illustration - children will have fun discovering what they reveal!

NE W

Because of the special shape of the Mythos glass, water
is naturally revitalised in only 3 minutes. The affirmation
additionally revitalizes the water.

NAME

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

COLOR

Mythos I am happy

62701

0.25 l

blue

Mythos I can do it

62702

0.25 l

orange

Mythos I have a big heart

62703

0.25 l

red

Mythos I enjoy learning

62704

0.25 l

green

Mythos Kids Set

6270

4 x 0.25 l
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Made in EU

Capacity
0.25 liter / 8.5 fl .oz
Production
machine made

Fish/Sun
I AM HAPPY

Butterfly/Leaves
I ENJOY LEARNING

Bird/Whale
I CAN DO IT

Owl /Heart
I HAVE A BIG HEART

Material
lead-free glass
suitable up to
70°C / 158° F
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Mythos Chakra Glasses and Set

Made in EU

Drinking vitalized water influenced by special
colours, symbols, words of affirmation and the
shape design based on Golden Ratio, can help us
to balance our chakras. Chakras are centers of
energy, located on an energy-line in the midline
of the human body. There are seven of them,
and they govern our psychological properties.

Capacity
0.25 liter / 8.5 fl .oz
Production
machine made
Material
lead-free glass
suitable up to
70°C / 158° F
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NAME

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

Root Chakra
Affirmation
Health

62906

0.25 l

Sacral Chakra
Affirmation
Harmony

62903

Solar Plexus
Chakra Affirmation
Courage
Heart Chakra
Affirmation
Love

MOTIVE

WATER
CRYSTAL

NAME

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

Throat Chakra
Affirmation
Creativity

62904

0.25 l

0.25 l

Brow Chakra
Affirmation
Intuition

62905

0.25 l

62907

0.25 l

Crown Chakra
Affirmation
Wisdom

62902

0.25 l

0.25 l

ART.
NO.

CAPACITY

62901

6290

7 x 0.25 l

NAME
Mythos Chakra
Afirmation
Set of 7 glasses

MOTIVE

WATER
CRYSTAL

MOTIVE
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Wine & Shot-Grappa Glasses Calix

Made in EU

The wine glass has the most unique and energetically active design of
any wine glass on the market today, and is suitable for all kinds of wine.
You will be truly amazed at the effect this glass has on your favorite
wines. This delicate design can be recommended for the best wines,
and even everyday wines are biologically enhanced in the crystalline
structure of the liquid. Wine connoissuers recommend the wine glass
as a tasting glass as well.

Max. Capacity
0.5 liter / 17 fl .oz
0.4 liter / 14 fl .oz
0.07 liter / 2.4 fl .oz
Production
mouth blown
traditional
workmanship
Material
lead-free glass

NAME

ART. NO.

MAX. CAPACITY

FLOWER
OF LIFE

Red Wine Glass (mouth blown)

4130

0.5 l / 17 fl .oz

white

White Wine Glass (mouth blown)

4430

0.4 l / 14 fl .oz

white

Shot-Grappa Glass
(set of two) (mouth blown)

4500

0.07 l / 2.4 fl .oz

water crystal
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SPECIALS
Spray Air-ion
Cadus Sole - NEW!
Bowls Cotula
Mug & Teafilter Shinno
Energy Plates
Lights Lucerna and Odoris - NEW!
Incense for Lucerna and Odoris
Straw Calamus

Spray Air-ion

Made in EU

Studies have proven a regeneration of the air when using the
Spray AIR-ION. A spray filled with vitalised water from a carafe
and sprayed on skin, plants, shoots and much more, instantly
transform the often “stale atmosphere” environment into a
fenfible of nature. The reason to it: The vital water from the
carafe transforms the room atmosphere with the negative ions
in its water, into precious breathing air.

Capacity
70 ml / 2.4 fl .oz
Production
hand made
Material
lead-free glass
suitable up to
70°C / 158° F

water crystal

NAME
Spray Air-ion

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

FLOWER OF LIFE

9000

70 ml

white
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Cadus Sole

NE W

Prepare a superior brine with vital water from the Cadus pitcher and the world’s most
appreciated crystal salt. The body can best use the brine early in the morning, so start the
day with a teaspoon of vital brine in a glass of water.
Brine helps the body perform many processes. It provides natural energy, helps de-acidify
your body and eliminate toxins, stimulates the nervous system and blood circulation in the
body, regulates the blood pressure, etc. The effects of brine in the body last for 24 hours,
therefore daily use is recommended.
The package includes a Cadus pitcher with a white
Flower of Life and a top made of olive wood, a spoon
with a long handle to capture the brine and a kilogram
of the “salt king” – halite crystal salt.

Made in EU

Capacity
1 liter / 34 fl .oz
Production
mouth blown
traditional
workmanship
Material
lead-free glass
suitable up to
70°C / 158° F

water crystal

NAME
Cadus Sole
pitcher

ART. NO.

VOLUME

8950

1l

FLOWER OF LIFE
white
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Bowls Cotula

Made in EU

The “Cotula” bowls have a diameter of 12 cm and 23 cm.
The tall, hand-blown shape, brings forth to particularly
good effect the dynamic lines derived from the Golden
Ratio. The Cotula bowl is a real eye-catcher, even when
empty. The Flower of Life in white is embossed into the
bottom of the bowl.

Diameter / Height
ø 12 cm / 6.5 cm
ø 23 cm / 12 cm
Production
mouth blown
traditional
workmanship
Material
lead-free glass

water crystal
ART. NO.

Φ

HIGHT

FLOWER OF LIFE

Cotula small

5630

12 cm

6.5 cm

white

Cotula large

5430

23 cm

12 cm

white

NAME
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Mug & Teafilter Shinno

Made in EU

The “Shinno”, tea and coffee mug is made from the finest
porcelain in a delicate ivory color and is ideally suited to the
enjoyment of tea and coffee. The design of its subtly- and
elegantly-curved shape is based on the Golden Ratio and
goes superbly well with the ivory tone of the porcelain.
Shimmering softly and silvery inside the mug is the
Flower of Life.

Capacity
0.3 liter / 10 fl .oz
Production
produced according
to traditional
methods of rotation
Material
ivory colored
porcelain
stainless steel
dishwasher safe

You can also buy a practical tea filter made of stainless steel
with an etched flower of life with a wide aperture and high
volume. Tea leaves can fully develop their aroma in it.
The patented removable bottom allows for easy cleaning.

water crysta
NAME

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

Tea & Coffee mug Shinno

8117

0.3 l

Stainless steel Tea filter Shinno for cups and mugs

2010

FLOWER OF LIFE
silver gray
silver gray
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Energy Plates
Production
hand made – each
item is a unique
handcrafted piece

The energy plate is a hand-polished glass
coaster with the Flower of Life symbol
emblazoned into the glass.
The intention of these pieces is to
energetically enhance and revitalize
whatever is placed on it.
The items made of glass are not intended
for use with hot dishes.
For hot dishes and pots, please use the
hot energy plate with its cork pad.

Material
lead-free glass /
stoneware

ART. NO.

Φ

Energy plate small

5110

9 cm

gold

Energy plate large

5210

22 cm

gold

Hot energy plate

5016

23 cm

platinum

NAME

FLOWER OF LIFE

water crystal
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Incense Burner & Aroma-oil Diffuser Lucerna and Odoris

Made in EU

The mouth blown and translucent glass chimney is positioned on a handcrafted
wooden base made from natural ash wood. The elegant and harmoniously designed
form creates a soft, dimmed candle-light.

Material
glass / wood

The unique and ingenious combination of incense burner
and aroma-oil diffuser allows many applications. The heat
resistant glass incense bowl (with flower of life) can be
filled with your incense mixtures or aroma-oil to create
pleasant natural fragrances for indoor and outdoor
applications. One insense bag „Relax“ is included in
the box.

NAME

ART. NO.

NEW

Production
mouth blown
traditional
workmanship

FLOWER
OF LIFE

Incense Burner &
aroma – oil diffuser Lucerna

9100

white

Incense Burner &
aroma – oil diffuser Odoris

9110

white
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Incense for Lucerna and Odoris
With Lucerna diffuser you will enjoy pleasant scents of natural
fragrances for hours. The diffuser makes use of a candle and has a heat
resistant glass incense bowl, there is a longer and more continuous and
gentle evaporation of etheric oils contained in the dry scent mixture.
You can choose between six different mixtures. All of them are made
from 100 % natural ingredients such as sandalwood, rose petals,
lemongrass, lavender, juniper berries, orange peel,
Palo Santo … and do not contain any chemicals or synthetics.

INCENSE

ART. NO.

CAPACITY

Oriental Dream

9094

50 ml

Summer Breeze

9095

50 ml

Relax

9096

50 ml

Wellness

9097

50 ml

Balance

9098

50 ml

Mystic

9099

50 ml

Set of 6

9093

6 x 50 ml

Swiss pine Oil

9170

10 ml

CONTENTS
Apple pieces, cinnamon, frankincense,
orange peel, ginger.
Lemonpeel, eucalyptus leaves, sunflower leaves, lemongrass, lavender,
copal.
Cedarwood, lavender, sandalwood,
lemonpeel, frankincense, juniper
berries, ginger.
Styrax resin, cinnamon, rose petals,
cedarwood.
Styrax resin, copal, liquidambar,
sandalwood, rose petals, lavender,
rosemary.
Paolo santo, copal, lemongrass,
liquorice roots.
Oriental Dream, Summer Breeze,
Relax, Wellness, Balance, Mystic
100% Swiss pine oil and Swiss
pine shavings
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Drinking Straw Calamus
The vortex, a natural phenomenon, underlies the design of the
“Calamus” drinking straw. Because of a fine spiral cut into the narrow
glass tube, any liquid that passes through it acquires a powerful vortex
motion. As seen in nature – tornadoes, for example, or wildly-flowing
rivers or ocean waves – the vortex action increases the intensity of the
energy. The delicate structure of the hand-blown drinking straw takes
its shape from the Golden Ratio.

Length
24 cm
Production
mouth blown
traditional
workmanship
Material
borosilicate glass

For children over 6 years.

water crystal

NAME
Straw Calamus

ART. NO.

LENGHT

3100

24 cm
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CHECK ALSO OUR
SWISS STONE PINE / ZIRBE / ARVE PRODUCTS:

HEALTHY LUNGS

QUALITY SLEEP

MORE RELAXED HEART

Switzerland
(Headquarter)

Chech Republic

Finland

Japan

Slovenia

China

France

Luxembourg

Slovakia

Australia

Costa Rica

Germany

Netherlands

South Africa

Austria

Croatia

Hong Kong

North America

Spain

Belgium

Denmark

Hungary

Norway

Sweden

Canada

Estonia / Latvia

Italy

Romania

Your Nature’s Design distributor:
www.natures-design.com

Disclaimer
These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. The Nature`s Design Products that are described
and referred to herein are not intended to diagnose, treat, prevent or cure any disease or illness. The
use of these products are free of any promises for increased wellbeing, and depend solely on the
responsible self-action of the person using them.
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